Children's Wisconsin Tunnel Directions from South Lot

1. Park in the South Lot on Children's Wisconsin Campus
2. You will enter here, you do not need to buzz in
3. You can take this path to the front of CW Corporate Center
4. You can take this path to the front of CW Corporate Center
5. This is the front entrance to CW Corporate Center
6. You will enter into the Corporate Center in the door on the right
7. You will need to badge in with the card reader located to the right
8. Take the elevators from the 1st floor to the Tunnel (T)
9. Once in the tunnel, walk straight ahead
   All 5 Values are in view
10. Walk through the doors and enter Froedtert's Hallway
11. You will come to an intersection labeled Children's - Badge In
12. Once you badge in you will pass the cafeteria on the right
13. You will follow this hallway until you reach the elevators
14. You can use the "S" elevators to get to surgery & clinics
15. Follow the hallway pass the S elevators to get to X elevators
16. Take a left to enter the hallway to the "X" elevators for W Tower